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       The Vampire Diaries is the story of Elena falling in love with Damon. 
~L. J. Smith

People die . . . so love them every day.   Beauty fades . . . so look
before it's gone.   Love changes . . . but not the love you give.   And if
you love, you'll never be alone. 
~L. J. Smith

You don't love a girl because of beauty. You love her because she
sings a song only you can understand. 
~L. J. Smith

Evil will never find peace. It may triumph, but it will never find peace 
~L. J. Smith

Interesting things happen in the dark . . . sometimes. 
~L. J. Smith

People die... Beauty fades... Love changes... And you will always be
alone. 
~L. J. Smith

It means that there's only one love for everyone who exists. And when
you meet that love, you know them. You know you were meant to be
together, and nothing can keep you apart. 
~L. J. Smith

Nothing really dies as long as it's not forgotten 
~L. J. Smith

Each night I lie and dream about the one Who kissed me and
awakened my desire I spent a single hour with him alone And since that
hour, my days are layed with fire. 
~L. J. Smith
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She had never been so close to anybody. It was as if they were one
being, together, not predator and prey, but partners in a dance. 
~L. J. Smith

You only want everything you don't have. 
~L. J. Smith

Right now everything looks so strange to me, as if I don't belong here.
It's me that's out of place. And the worst thing is that I feel there's
somewhere I do belong, but I just can't find it. 
~L. J. Smith

You love someone because they sing a song only your heart can
understand. 
~L. J. Smith

I'm as cruel as life. As cruel as love. 
~L. J. Smith

Ghouls weren't smart, but like the Energizer Bunny they kept going and
going. 
~L. J. Smith

Why do people always assume that volume will succeed when logic
won't? 
~L. J. Smith

There's nothing frightening in the dark if you just face it 
~L. J. Smith

I like strong female characters. I try to write them as role models for
young girls. 
~L. J. Smith
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The Night World isn't a place. It's all around us. The creatures of Night
World are beautiful and deadly and irresitable to humans. Your best
friend could be one-so could your crush. 
~L. J. Smith

Sky and sea, keep harm from me. Earth and fire, bring my desire. 
~L. J. Smith

I don't need to kill goats to say things. I CAN talk. 
~L. J. Smith

Yeah, tell me I'm a bottle of single malt scotch, she thought. That's the
way to my heart. 
~L. J. Smith
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